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The role of economic justice in realizing the principle 
of utmost good faith fairness in default insurance 

Abstract. This research is conducted to determine the role of economy in realizing the principle of utmost 
good faith which is fair since this principle does not take sides in insurance, which makes it possible to 
decide whether it is effective or not in the context of law enforcement in courts in the 2012-2021 period. This 
normative-philosophical research is based on philosophy of values and legal doctrines and is conducted 
with the use of qualitative and comparative methods. It is aimed at analyzing legal resources referring to 
selected legal provisions set out in legislation, literature, expert conclusions, reports, articles, research 
results and court decisions. 
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Анотація
Метою цього дослідження є визначення того, яку роль відіграє економіка у реалізації принципу 
граничної добросовісності, а також те, наскільки цей принцип є ефективним в контексті розгляду 
справ у судах у період 2012-2021 років. В основу цього нормативно-правового й філософського 
дослідження, яке проведено із використанням якісних і порівняльних методів, покладено філософію 
цінностей та правові доктрини. Для отримання результатів дослідження було зроблено аналіз 
правових матеріалів, співвідносних із нормамии права, які прописані в законодавстві, літературі, 
висновках експертів, звітах, статтях, результатах досліджень та ухвалах суду. 
Ключові слова: економіка; гранична добросовісність; справедливість; страхування.
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Роль экономического правосудия в реализации принципа предельной добросовестности 
в случае страхования от невыполнения обязательств 
Аннотация
Целью данного исследования является определение того, какую роль играет экономика в реализации 
принципа предельной добросовестности, а также того, насколько эффективным является 
данный принцип в контексте рассмотрения судебных дел в период 2012-2021 годов. Основу этого 
нормативно-правового и философского исследования, проведеного с использованием качественных 
и сравнительных методов, составили философия ценностей и правовые доктрины. Для получения 
результатов исследования был сделан анализ правовых материалов, соотносимых с нормами права, 
прописанными в законодательстве, литературе, выводах экспертов, отчетах, статьях, результатах 
исследований и решениях судов. 
Ключевое слово: экономика; предельная добросовестность; справедливость; страхование.

1. Introduction
Insurance agreement or insured is an agreement which has specific characteristic and unique, 

therefore this agreement has particular characteristic which is unique compared with other 
agreements (Jin et al., 2020). Anifalaje (2019) mentions various special characteristics from the 
insu rance contract. First, the subject from insurance contract is abstract and unconcerned, the 
 character consumer insured have difficulties to understanding due to the various loss informa-
tion and economy. Second, the way to get in insurance contract is different with another contract. 
Third, the insurance contract itself is usually the standard or adhesion contract, means the free-
dom of guarantee to negotiate and the skill to influence the requirement is limited. Fourth, the 
content of insurance contract is long and spread difficult concepts to be understood by non-pro-
fessional (Bertolini, 2021). 

One of the characteristics which should be met to be get in the insurance agreement which 
is different with another agreement, should the candidate of insured fulfil the duty of disclo-
sure which embody the trait or specific characteristic from the insurance agreement itself 
(Jin et al., 2020). Before, Choudhury and Das (2020) said that the obligation requires the can-
didate of insured to reveal all the material information related to the object of insurance which 
will be diverted the risk to the guarantor known as uberrimae fidei (sometimes called Uberrima 
fides) interpreted as the most abundant good faith; absolute and perfect candor or openness 
and honesty; from this definition create a phrase which has synonym with uberrimae fidei or ut-
most good faith. 

According to Sethi (2021), in his initiated system theory, said that one of the important ele-
ments in law which created by constitution maker which is not allowed to neglected the existence 
is the basis or principle. The basis or principle is considerations of morals about what is right or 
wrong. Therefore, one of the basis or principle in a law rule should reflect «justice» and against 
«i njustice or discriminative» (Sethi, 2021). The law for Tambunan (2020) created by society as 
the expression of the concept of fairness and justice which united, therefore a law rule created 
by  authority or the institution of constitution maker are not allowed to give protection only on one 
group society or particular community or in a contractual relationship, or only stand for one of the 
side (Anifalaje, 2019; Tambunan, 2020). 
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Insurance market is very susceptive toward asymmetry information between policy buyer and 
insurance company and between insurance company and reinsurance company (Insurance mar-
kets are especially susceptible to informational asymmetries between buyers and insurers and 
between insurers and reinsurers). Bertolini (2021), said that the appearance of perfect good faith 
principal (utmost good faith) recognized important in order to resolve the asymmetry information 
and to reduce the fraud which has possibility done by one of side. Even it is a basic requirement or 
an elemental requirement for the parties in the insurance contract. 

The effort to resolve the imbalance in material law regarded has been fair, the economy has im-
portant rule in law enforcement through verdicts since the economy tends to be independent in 
executing the duty in order to realize a fair law enforcer in default insurance completion. There-
fore, it gives the sense of secure for the insurance consumer in consolidate the contractual rela-
tionship with insurance companies. 

Cerini (2020), made conclusion in research result that good faith in insurance agreement which 
is fair should not only be burdened to the insured, but guarantor should also have good faith in im-
plementing the agreement, therefore it is balanced. Giving the clear explanation is not only bur-
dened to the insured, the guarantor should also explain the content of the agreement, the way to 
claim, the document needed to process as well the claim if uncertain event occurs. The protection 
toward insured and guarantor is always on the basis of justice. The guarantor should be respon-
sible to the insurance claim proposed by insured or the heirs which has good faith. The guarantor 
is not allowed to use 251 clause KUHD as a basic for guarantor to avoid the obligation buying the 
claim proposed by insured or the heir of insured.

Wong (2019), said that in facing the particular cases or default which contain particular circum-
stances or particular reason has been not arranged yet in constitution, it needed particular solu-
tion ways. The economy, through their interpretation have important rule to reduce the weakness 
and its weakness. Economy has the authority as laws marker. By those authorities make economy 
as a person making constitution still actual and effective. Therefore, the court verdict makes the 
real law is applicable (law in action) in concrete event related to particular cases. 

According to Choudhury and Das (2020), economy has a role in accomplishing the conflict 
faced to him/her. Economy must be able to accomplish objectively and reviewing based on ap-
plicable law. Therefore, in the process of making decision, the economy’s must be independent 
and free, including from executive. In making decision, the economy’s are only bounded with re-
levant facts with the cases, and principle rule is the conclusion base. This case emphasized by 
Triana (2018), economy’s assembly have the authority to decide in economy, whether there is a 
violation of utmost good faith in insurance agreement according to deliberation of law. In the con-
text of law contract, economy’s have the authority to prevent the violation of sense of justice. By 
their authority, the economy’s have a right to remove an obligation contractual contained injus-
tice (Jin et al., 2020).

This research aims to know how the economy’s rule is realizing the principle of utmost good 
faith which is fair due to this principle materially is not taking a side to the insured or the insurance 
policy holder, therefore it can be economy whether this principle is effective or not in the context 
of law enforcement in court. 

2. Research Method
The method used in this research is juridical normative-philosophical which is qualitative and 

comparative. This research aims to analyse the materials of law refers to the law norms figured 
in the rules of statutory regulation, literature, expert’s argument, report, papers, research result, 
and court ruling. This juridical normative-philosophical research refers to the basic of philosophi-
cal value, the existence of doctrine, the power of contract bounding. 

By that research method. It is also conducted the history of law the formation of doctrine po wer 
of contract bounding. This Case committed since this research also search for the thinking pro-
gress and the applying of the principle. To viewing that point in this context of history conducted 
the literature searching. From the literature and jurisprudence can be viewed the reality of past. 
The use of this qualitative method due to the data analysis are comprehensive and united (holis-
tic). Therefore, it needed deep analyzing toward the material of law. This research conducted by 
literature or documents of statutory regulation, books, journal of law. And various court ruling re-
lated the power of contract bounding. The research result obtained by literature study analyzed 
qualitatively with juridical normative and comparative.
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3. Result and Discussion 

3.1. The Principle of Utmost Good Faith as a Shield for Insurer to Doing Neglect 
Insurance agreement which has been agreed by the parties in implementation sometimes in 

not always proceed convenient with the plan and expected before. As the general agreement, 
the parties, both insured and insurer bounded in insurance agreement, it also possibly have 
conflict and then resolved through the court and become default caused by default by one side 
(Table 1). 

Regarding Table 1 and Table 2, there are about 33,615 cases of default insurance regis-
tered in the court or 7.41 percent of the total of insurance cases (453,854 cases) registered in 
last 9 years. Still based on the table 2 above, there is an enhancement number of default in-
surance cases registered in the court from year to year (2012-2020). In the year of 2012, there 
are 759 cases (2.26%) registered in the court. In 2015, it is increased by 2,124 cases (6.32%). 
In 2018, it is increase by 4,435 cases (13.19%) and in 2020, it is increase significantly by 9,805 
cases (29.17%). 

Tough there is an enhancement on the number of default insurance from year to year, the num-
ber of default insurance is still smaller than the number of defaults on the agreement of consu-
mer financing and banking credit. As description in Table 2, the number of defaults of agreement 
insurance registered in the court in last 9 years are 33,615 cases, while the number of defaults in 
the agreement of consumer financing and banking credit are 39,652 cases and 110,684 cases, as 
described in Figure 1.

Generally, the law experts have point of view that default (breach of contract) and action which 
against the law have basic differences. The default is viewed as the kind of breach committed to-
ward the content of agreement or contract, while the action against the law is the breach com-
mitted out of agreement or contract. This point of view is similar with Tchotourian (2021) states 
that the legal relationship in the action against the law does not contain the element of promise, 
while according to Wong (2019), if it viewed from the history or systematic constitution, the de-
fault can be not classified as the definition of against the law. According to Triana (2018), Default 
defined as (n): The omission or failure to perform a legal or contractual duty; esp., the failure to 

Table 1: 
The Progress number of Default Insurance in Court Year 2012-2020

Source: Proceeded from decision directory MA RI, 2020

Table 2: 
The comparison of the Number of Default Insurance with Another Agreement 
in The Court Year 2012-2020

Source: Proceeded from decision directory MA RI, 2020
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pay a debt when due. (vb): vb.1. To be neglectful; esp., to fail to perform a contractual obliga-
tion. 2. To fail to appear or answer. 3. To enter a default judgment against (a litigant), tort defined 
as «a civil wrong, other than breach of contract, for which a remedy may be obtained, usu. in the 
form of damages; a breach of a duty that the law imposes on persons who stand in a particular 
relation to one another».

The mistakes and the negligence toward a contract said by Bertolini (2021) always defined as 
default, meanwhile the mistake and negligence toward the constitution and the law out of con-
tract called as «action against the law». Supported by Choudhury and Das (2020) statement, 
default is a situation where a debtor does not fulfil breach the promise and those can be blamed 
to him/her. 

On many default insurances cases, insurance company often used the provision of clause 
251 or principle of utmost good faith in his/her defence as a shield to repel the attack of insured 
claimed insurance payment. There are 72 judgements in last 9 years used as sample in this re-
search are the example of judgements using the provision of 251 clauses KUHD or the principle 
of utmost good faith as a reason for insurer to decline the obligation paying insurance claim to in-
sured or policy holder.

On some cases won by insurer when the insurer in replica or appeal memory or cassation  using 
251 clauses KUHD or the principle of utmost good faith in defending their concern, however the 
economy’s have their perception and it seldom refers to the 251 clauses KUHD or the principle 
of utmost good faith as a legal basis in their judgements. From 20 cases (27.8%) won by insu-
rer there’re only 4 judgements using the legal judgements 251 clauses KUHD or the principle of 
 utmost good faith.

4. Conclusion 
From the study above, it can be concluded that the potency of 251 clauses of KUHD or the prin-

ciple of utmost good faith as a media protecting for insurer’s concern cannot be defended due to 
the economy’s have perspective and legal consideration itself to refuse all the refutations or in-
surer’s reason that they have been prejudiced by insured. The economy is success implemen ting 
their role as an agent of change, as a reformer in order to realize the legal justice in the middle 
of society, specially realizing the principle application of utmost good faith which is fair in means 
 realizing legal protection for insured. 
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